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We present a general-order spin-free formulation of the single-reference closed-shell coupled-cluster method. We show
that the working equations of a fully biorthogonal contravariant projection formulation of the residual equations, as near-
universally used in closed-shell CCSD, can also be defined at the CCSDT and CCSDTQ levels, despite singularities in
the spin projection manifolds. We describe permutation-group based techniques for obtaining and simplifying the equa-
tions encountered in general second-quantization-based methods; this includes a permutation group based approach of
evaluating second-quantized matrix elements into tensor contraction networks, and the use of Portugal’s double coset
canonical representation technique [Int. J. Mod. Phys. C 13, 859 (2002)] for eliminating redundant terms. A computer
implementation of our techniques is simple, because no operator-valued symbolic algebra is required. Explicit working
equation lists for closed-shell CCSD, CCSDT, and CCSDTQ in the semi-biorthogonal formulation are provided. We
also release open-source computer programs for both deriving and numerically evaluating these equations.
PACS numbers: 31.15.ve, 31.15.xp, 31.15.xt
I. INTRODUCTION
Coupled-cluster (CC) theory1–5 is one of the most suc-
cessful frameworks for accurately describing many-electron
correlations. To date, the CC method has spread to al-
most every aspect of modern electronic structure theory, in-
cluding open-shell systems,6 treatment of excited states,7–14
multi-reference approaches,15–32 strong correlation,33–38 re-
duction of computational scaling,39–43 accelerating basis set
convergence via F12 terms.44–47 Additionally, combinations
with other computational methods,48,49 CC-based energy de-
composition analysis,50 massive parallel implementations51
and even solid-state extensions versions52,53 have been re-
ported. Progress is also being made regarding the formal
structure of CC; for example, various forms of the exponential
ansatz54–57 and the approximations of the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff (BCH) expansion58 have been investigated.
However, it has also become clear that even for electron-
ically rather benign molecular systems, the “gold standard”
CCSD(T) at its basis set limit cannot be expected to reli-
ably reach sub-chemical accuracy (≤ 1 kcal mol−1) in relative
energies.59–64 This level of accuracy can be essential for pre-
dicting reaction mechanisms65 and crystal polymorphs.66 To
this end, high-order coupled-cluster methods such as CCSDT
and CCSDTQ must be invoked.59,62 These are the subject of
the current article.
While the equations for general-order coupled-cluster
method have been obtained by several authors,67–72 most of
the previous derivations are based on a spin-orbital formula-
tion. It is well-known that for closed-shell electronic systems,
a formulation based on (spin-free) spatial orbitals, rather than
spin orbitals, and combined with a biorthogonal projection to
define the CC matrix elements, could potentially reduce the
computational cost by a large prefactor.73 This results from
a)Electronic mail: knizia@psu.edu
two factors: First, in a spatial orbital formulation, there are
less wave function amplitudes than in a spin-orbital formu-
lation. And second, the tensors representing these amplitudes
have a significantly simpler permutational symmetry structure
in the spatial orbital case; this structure is more amendable
to highly efficient matrix-multiplication based computational
kernels than the anti-symmetric tensors used in spin-orbital
methods. These aspects were recently exploited by Matthews,
Gauss, and Stanton,49,74–78 who developed highly efficient CC
methods up to CCSDTQ, based on a non-orthogonal spatial-
orbital formulation. Nevertheless, on the formal side, their
scheme still employs spin orbitals and standard diagrammatic
expansions in the definition of the CC matrix elements, and
introduces the spatial orbitals by combining them.
In the present article, we shall introduce an alternative
single-reference orbital-based coupled-cluster formulation for
closed-shell systems. We aim at reducing the prefactor of the
higher-order CC without any approximation. Our objectives
are fourfold:
(i) employing spin-free excitation operators and spatial or-
bitals directly to derive the working equations, rather
than recasting a spin-orbital formulation into spatial or-
bitals;
(ii) extending the biorthogonal contravariant projection be-
yond the double excitation,73,79–81 which could accel-
erate the convergence of perturbative updating and pro-
vide a future route into perturbative corrections to iter-
ative high-order CC methods;
(iii) fully eliminating the redundancy of the spin-free
parametrization beyond the double excitation, which
greatly reduces the number of terms in the working
equations;
(iv) at the symbolic computation level, adopting unified
permutation group and double-coset representation82–85
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2techniques from computational group theory to con-
struct a method for deriving and symmetrizing the cou-
pled cluster working equations, which is fully algebraic
and well suited for a computer implementation.
The targets (i) - (iii) are rather specific to the CC method.
The point (iv) is applicable to general second-quantization-
based methods.
Before proceeding, we shall first recapitulate the formal
framework of Quantum Chemistry in Fock Space,86–91 on
which the current work is based. In particular, we reiterate
the concepts of generalized normal ordering91 and spin-free
excitations. Based on these techniques, we then discuss our
approach to the spin-free version of closed-shell CC in pur-
suit of objective (i). To address (ii) and (iii), we then discuss
a semi-biorthogonal formulation of the CC residual equations
for excitation levels beyond singles & doubles, and permu-
tation group based methods of eliminating redundant equa-
tions. Next, the direct evaluation of coupling coefficients
(DECC) method is described as a simple and straightforward
way of evaluating the second-quantization matrix elements
into tensor contraction networks—depending on perspective,
this technique can be seen as a variant, extension, or alter-
native to the standard diagrammatic and generalized Wick-
theorem based methods of performing this task. Finally we
briefly explain our algorithms and describe the open-source
Python and C++ programs implementing the proposed tech-
niques.
II. TENSOR NOTATION AND NORMAL ORDERING
We employ the formalism of Quantum Chemistry in Fock
Space.86–91 The tensor notation is used. We also adopt the
Einstein summation convention: namely, repeated indices in
a tensor expression imply summation, except for the indices
{σ1, · · · ,σk} which represent spin components. General spa-
tial orbitals are indexed with R, S, T ,. . . , occupied spatial or-
bitals with I, J, K,. . . , and virtual orbitals with A, B, C,. . . . An
Eˆ-operator is defined as the spin-summed substitution
EˆS1···SkR1···Rk := ∑
σ1,··· ,σk∈{α,β}
eˆS1σ1, ···,SkσkR1σ1, ···,Rkσk , (1)
where eˆS1σ1, ···,SkσkR1σ1, ···,Rkσk are the normal-ordered spin-orbital sub-
stitution operators.91 The normal ordering is defined with re-
spect to the reference state |Φ〉, which in our present scope
is a closed-shell Slater determinant (such as obtained by
Hartree-Fock or Kohn-Sham). With this, the explicit expres-
sions for the first two normal ordered spin-orbital substitution
operators91 (called eˆ-operators in the following) are
eˆS1σ1R1σ1 := aˆ
S1σ1
R1σ1 − γ
S1σ1
R1σ1 , (2)
eˆS1σ1,S2σ2R1σ1,R2σ2 := aˆ
S1σ1,S2σ2
R1σ1,R2σ2 −
(
γS1σ1R1σ1 aˆ
S2σ2
R2σ2 + γ
S2σ2
R2σ2 aˆ
S1σ1
R1σ1
− γS1σ1R2σ2 aˆ
S2σ2
R1σ1 − γ
S2σ2
R1σ1 aˆ
S1σ1
R2σ2 − γ
S1σ1,S2σ2
R1σ1,R2σ2
)
. (3)
The employed k-electron reduced density matrix (RDM) of
the reference state is defined as
γS1σ1,S2σ2, ···,SkσkR1σ1,R2σ2, ···,Rkσk :=
〈
Φ
∣∣∣ aˆS1σ1,S2σ2, ···,SkσkR1σ1,R2σ2, ···,Rkσk ∣∣∣Φ〉 (4)
and the elementary spin-orbital substitution operator
aˆS1σ1,S2σ2, ···,SkσkR1σ1,R2σ2, ···,Rkσk := aˆ
†
S1σ1 · · · aˆ
†
Skσk aˆRkσk · · · aˆR1σ1 (5)
denotes a string of elementary creation and destruction opera-
tors with respect to the genuine vacuum.
The (recursive) definition for higher-order normal-ordered
eˆ-operators beyond Eqs. (2) and (3) is given in Ref. 91, but
it is not needed in the present article: Note that the reference-
RDMs defined by Eq. (4) vanish whenever any of the involved
indices {Rk} or {Sk} refers to a virtual orbital. As a conse-
quence, in the special cases of pure excitation or de-excitation
operators (i.e., operators which exclusively excite occupied or-
bitals of the reference function into virtual orbitals, or vice
versa), the normal ordered (eˆ) and elementary (aˆ) substitution
operators are identical:
eˆA1σ1I1σ1 = aˆ
A1σ1
I1σ1 − γ
A1σ1
I1σ1 = aˆ
A1σ1
I1σ1 , (6)
eˆA1σ1,A2σ2I1σ1, I2σ2 = aˆ
A1σ1,A2σ2
I1σ1, I2σ2 −
(
γA1σ1I1σ1 aˆ
I2σ2
A2σ2 + γ
A2σ2
I2σ2 aˆ
A1σ1
I1σ1 (7)
− γA1σ1I2σ2 aˆ
A2σ2
I1σ1 − γ
A2σ2
I1σ1 aˆ
A1σ1
I2σ2 − γ
A1σ1,A2σ2
I1σ1, I2σ2
)
= aˆA1σ1,A2σ2I1σ1, I2σ2 , (. . .) (8)
For this reason, the normal ordering does not affect the ac-
tual cluster-operators or residual projections (vide infra) in the
single-reference CC methods treated here.
However, advantages of normal ordering are obtained in the
representation of the Hamiltonian, which in terms of Eˆ oper-
ators takes the form:92
Hˆ = Eref+ f SR Eˆ
R
S +
1
2
W TURS Eˆ
RS
TU , (9)
Eref = 〈Φ|Hˆ|Φ〉= 2hII +2W JIJI −W IJJI , (10)
f RS = h
R
S +2W
SI
RI −W RIIS . (11)
Thus, (i) the reference energy Eref is separated and the
Hartree-Fock mean field fˆ explicitly appears as a one-particle
operator, and (ii) internal contractions within the indices of
the Hamiltonian are avoided. Point (ii) is due to the fact that
the effects from the internal contractions have been cancelled
by the definitions of normal ordering in Eqs. (2) and (3).
III. SPIN-FREE COUPLED CLUSTER THEORY
A. Spin-free CC Equations
Coupled-cluster theory parameterizes a correlated N-
electron state |Ψ〉 via an exponential wave operator exp(Tˆ )
applied to a reference state |Φ〉. In our present scope, |Φ〉 is a
3closed-shell Slater determinant. For Kth order CC, this wave
function ansatz reads
|Ψ〉= exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉, (12)
Tˆ = Tˆ1+ Tˆ2+ · · ·+ TˆK , (13)
Tˆk =
1
k!
tI1···IkA1···Ak Eˆ
A1···Ak
I1···Ik , (k = 1,2,3, · · ·K) (14)
and in this expression, the cluster amplitudes tI1···IkA1···Ak are the
quantities to be determined. If the cluster operators Tˆ1, . . . , TˆK
up to K = N (number of electrons) are included, this ansatz is
capable of recovering the exact N-electron ground state wave
function of Hˆ (as well as any other N-electron wave func-
tion). In practice, the expansion in Eq. (13) is truncated to
lower order, with typical N being 2 (CCSD), 3 (CCSDT), or 4
(CCSDTQ).
In the standard coupled-cluster theory, both the CC energy
and the cluster amplitudes tI1···IkA1···Ak are determined via projec-
tions of the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
Hˆ|Ψ〉= E|Ψ〉 (15)
⇒ Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉= E exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉. (16)
For a Tˆ of limited order, Eq. (16) can generally not be fulfilled
exactly. However, it can be fulfilled in a limited subspace of
the full Fock space, and thereby used to construct conditions
defining a unique set of cluster amplitudes tIJ···AB···. Concretely,
left-multiplying Eq. (16) by exp(−Tˆ ) and projecting onto the
space spanned by 〈Φ| and 〈Φ| EˆIJ···AB··· yields
E = 〈Φ|exp(−Tˆ )Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉 , (17)
as an energy equation, and a set of residual equations
rAB···IJ··· = 〈Φ|EˆIJ···AB··· exp(−Tˆ )Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉= 0, (18)
which (implicitly) determine the cluster amplitudes tIJ···AB··· as
the set of unknowns for which rAB···IJ··· = 0. It can be shown that
Eqs. (17) and (18) are equivalent to
E = 〈Φ|Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉c , (19)
rAB···IJ··· = 〈Φ|EˆIJ···AB···Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉c = 0, (20)
where the subscript c denotes that only connected terms are
retained in the matrix elements.4
B. Biorthogonal contravariant projections
In Eq. (20) it is not essential that the residuals are defined by
projecting the Schro¨dinger equation Eq. (16) onto 〈Φ| EˆIJ···AB···
directly. A new set of residual equations r˜AB···IJ··· = 0 will de-
fine identical cluster amplitudes if the r˜AB···IJ··· are obtained by
any non-singular transformation of the set of {rAB···IJ··· }. In prac-
tice, it has been found that rather than using 〈Φ| EˆIJ···AB··· directly,
certain linear combination of de-excitation operators can sub-
stantially reduce the complexity of the resulting residual equa-
tions. For instance, the modified de-excitation
E˜IJAB =
1
6
(
2EˆIJAB+ Eˆ
JI
AB
)
(21)
reduces the number of working equations and establishes a
one-to-one correspondence between the residual rIJAB and am-
plitude tIJAB. It has been used in efficient implementations of
the CCSD method.73,79–81 However, previous attempts75,93 to
generalizing the contravariant de-excitations to higher than
double-excitations have found this task to be not-trivial.94 In
Sec. III C we discuss these difficulties and introduce a scheme
to work around this problem.
C. Semi-biorthogonal contravariant projections for triples,
quadruples, and higher
Let us first discuss the source of Eq. (21). The definition in
Eq. (21) is obtained by demanding that 〈Φ| E˜IJAB and 〈Φ| E˜JIAB
are a bi-orthogonal basis for EˆABIJ |Φ〉 and EˆABJI |Φ〉, i.e., that
〈Φ|E˜IJABEˆABIJ |Φ〉= 1 〈Φ|E˜JIABEˆABIJ |Φ〉= 0
〈Φ|E˜IJABEˆABJI |Φ〉= 0 〈Φ|E˜JIABEˆABJI |Φ〉= 1. (22)
While this demand technically only guarantees simple expres-
sions for overlap matrices, we note that also residual equations
like r˜AB···IJ··· = 〈Φ|E˜IJ···AB··· exp(−Tˆ )Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉 can be regarded
as overlap matrix elements between the vectors “〈Φ| E˜IJAB” and
“exp(−Tˆ )Hˆ exp(Tˆ ) |Φ〉”, and therefore simpler residual equa-
tions can be expected as well.
To realize Eq. (22), E˜IJAB must be a linear combination of
excitation operators differing only in label permutations, i.e.,
E˜IJAB = v1Eˆ
IJ
AB+ v2Eˆ
JI
AB, (23)
since only 〈Φ| EˆIJAB and 〈Φ| EˆJIAB can have non-zero overlap
with EˆABIJ |Φ〉 and EˆABJI |Φ〉. Taking this into account, the actual
coefficients of Eq. (21) can be computed via linear algebra in
the space of label permutations, as suggested by Schaefer and
coworkers.80 Namely, if we define the “permutational overlap
matrix”
M :=
[〈Φ|EˆIJABEˆABIJ |Φ〉 〈Φ|EˆJIABEˆABIJ |Φ〉
〈Φ|EˆIJABEˆABJI |Φ〉 〈Φ|EˆJIABEˆABJI |Φ〉
]
=
[
4 −2
−2 4
]
,
(24)
then Eqs. (22) and (23) can be cast into the form[
v1 v2
v2 v1
]
M
[
1 0
0 1
]
=
[
1 0
0 1
]
, (25)
or, equivalently (note M=MT ),
M
[
v1
v2
]
=
[
1
0
]
. (26)
Eq. (26) is solved by
[
v1 v2
]
= 16
[
2 1
]
, recovering Eq. (21).
4Along this line, we also obtain
E˜IA =
1
2
EˆIA (27)
for the “bi-orthogonal” single excitation operators, which dif-
fer from the regular operators only in normalization.
Unfortunately, this construction cannot be directly be ex-
tended to higher orders than double substitutions. While per-
mutational overlap matrices M for triples (with order 3! = 6),
quadruples (with order 4! = 24), etc., can still be straightfor-
wardly defined in analogy with Eq. (24), these M matrices
are singular. Therefore no true bi-orthogonal projections ful-
filling the generalization of the equation system (24), and its
algebraic reformulation
M

v1
v2
...
vN!
=

1
0
...
0
 , (28)
exist in the case of substitution degrees N larger than two. [It
is noteworthy that this only applies to spin 1/2-particles like
electrons; however, we observed that if hypothetical fermions
of spin 2/2 would exist, their triples M matrix would be non-
singular, allowing for true bi-orthogonal triple-de-excitations,
too; similarly, for hypothetical fermions of spin 3/2, also true
bi-orthogonal quadruple de-excitations can be defined, and so
on.] Nevertheless, even in these cases of substitution degree
N ≥ 3 we can still look for the projective linear combinations
v =
[
v1 v2 . . . vN!
]T which fulfill the bi-orthogonality con-
ditions Eq. (28) as closely as possible in a linear least squares
sense. Hence, we adopt the linear least squares solution of∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
M

v1
v2
...
vN!
−

1
0
...
0


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
→min (29)
to define the “semi-biorthogonal” linear combinations for the
higher orders. Additionally, we scale the resulting linear com-
binations of permutations such that (αvT )M
[
1 0 0 . . .
]T
=
1; this achieves that
〈Φ0|E˜IJK...ABC...EABC...IJK... |Φ0〉= 1 (30)
after the scaling. Executing this process, we obtain the fol-
lowing “semi-biorthogonal” de-excitation operator
E˜IJKABC =
17
120
EˆIJKABC−
1
120
EˆIKJABC−
1
120
EˆJIKABC
− 7
120
EˆJKIABC−
7
120
EˆKIJABC−
1
120
EˆKJIABC (31)
for triple substitutions, and for quadruple substitutions:
E˜IJKLABCD =
258
5040
EˆIJKLABCD−
48
5040
EˆIJLKABCD−
48
5040
EˆIKJLABCD
− 57
5040
EˆIKLJABCD−
57
5040
EˆILIKABCD−
48
5040
EˆILKIABCD
− 48
5040
EˆJIKLABCD+
78
5040
EˆJILKABCD−
57
5040
EˆJLIKABCD
+
42
5040
EˆJLKIABCD+
42
5040
EˆJKILABCD−
57
5040
EˆJKLIABCD
− 57
5040
EˆKIJLABCD+
42
5040
EˆKILJABCD−
48
5040
EˆKJILABCD
− 57
5040
EˆKJLIABCD+
78
5040
EˆKLIJABCD+
42
5040
EˆKLJIABCD
+
42
5040
EˆLIJKABCD−
57
5040
EˆLIKJABCD−
57
5040
EˆLJIKABCD
− 48
5040
EˆLJKIABCD+
42
5040
EˆLKIJABCD+
78
5040
EˆLKJIABCD. (32)
D. Semi-biorthogonal formulation of residual equations
Employing the semi-biorthogonal projections in Eqs. (31) and
(32), the CC equations Eqs. (19) and (20) are re-expressed as
E = 〈Φ|Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉c , (33)
rAB···IJ··· = 〈Φ|E˜IJ···AB···Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉c = 0. (34)
A peculiar looking feature of the so-modified equations is
that, if are explicitly evaluated into tensor contractions, they
yield exclusively sets of permutation-related terms such as
rABCIJK = (. . .)+(−0.2)W ABIa tCaJK
+(+1.0)W ABIa t
Ca
KJ
+(−0.2)W ABJa tCaIK
+(−0.2)W ABJa tCaKI
+(−0.2)W ABKa tCaIJ
+(−0.2)W ABKa tCaJI +(. . .). (35)
in the triples case. However the structure of such terms, which
differ only by the permutation of lower indices (IJK) appear-
ing with prefactors (1,−0.2,−0.2,−0.2,−0.2,−0.2), can be
seen to reflect the zero eigenmode of the matrix M defined by
the triple-substitution generalization of Eq. (24): If written as
a matrix eigenvalue problem
Mv= λv, (36)
for the triples case, v = (1,1,1,1,1,1)T is an eigenvector for
λ = 0. However, the existence of an eigenvector v with λ = 0
implies that Mv= 0; consequently, for the corresponding lin-
ear combinations of permutation-related de-excitation opera-
tors, no excited wave function can possibly have any overlap.
Concretely, for the current case, if we define
E¯IJKABC = Eˆ
IJK
ABC + Eˆ
IKJ
ABC + Eˆ
JIK
ABC + Eˆ
JKI
ABC + Eˆ
KIJ
ABC + Eˆ
KJI
ABC, (37)
—the linear combination of permutations corresponding to
v = (1,1,1,1,1,1)T , then back-expanding Mv = 0 translates
5into the relationships
〈Φ|E¯IJKABCEˆABCIJK |Φ〉= 0
〈Φ|E¯IJKABCEˆABCIKJ |Φ〉= 0
〈Φ|E¯IJKABCEˆABCJIK |Φ〉= 0
〈Φ|E¯IJKABCEˆABCJKI |Φ〉= 0
〈Φ|E¯IJKABCEˆABCKIJ |Φ〉= 0
〈Φ|E¯IJKABCEˆABCKJI |Φ〉= 0, (38)
for any indices ABC and IJK. As, furthermore, 〈Φ| E¯IJKABC can-
not possibly have any overlap with determinants EˆDEF ...LMN... |Φ〉
in which either the total occupied-to-virtual excitation level
differs from 3, or the set of indices {D,E,F} differs from the
set {A,B,C}, or the set {I,J,K} differs from {L,M,N}, we
can conclude that
〈Φ|E¯IJKABC|α〉= 0, (39)
where |α〉 is any vector in the Fock space reachable by apply-
ing Eˆ-operators to |Φ〉. As a consequence,
〈Φ|E¯IJKABCHˆ exp(Tˆ )|Φ〉c = 0, (40)
must identically vanish for E¯IJKABC as defined in Eq. (37). We
note that Eq. (39) has been obtained in different circumstances
before.89,94 Results similar to Eq. (40) can be obtained for
higher order excitations, where then multiple linear combi-
nations of residual permutations must vanish.
This Eq. (40) is, ultimately, what dictates the term structure
in Eq. (35) and the related terms:
For any “real” residual contribution (such as XABCIJK :=
W ABIa t
Ca
KJ in Eq. (35)), there are five additional residual con-
tributions involving index permutations of XABCIJK , of which the
only role is accounting for the fact that the sum of all per-
muted residual contributions must satisfy Eq. (40). It is the
simple nature of this effect which allows us to take care of it
without actually computing any of these additional permuted
terms: If, after computing the residuals rABCIJK we perform the
a-posteriori transformation
rABCIJK := r
ABC
IJK −
1
6
(
rABCIJK + r
ABC
IKJ + r
ABC
JIK + r
ABC
JKI + r
ABC
KIJ + r
ABC
KJI
)
,
(41)
then even without the terms of Eq. (35) with prefactor −0.2,
the resulting residual rABCIJK will be compatible with Eq. (40).
We can therefore simply delete all such residual contributions
and then restore their effect at runtime—by performing a sim-
ple residual transformation such as Eq. (41) in the triples case.
For the present example of Eq. (35), we would explicitly com-
pute only the residual contribution
r˜ABCIJK = (. . .)+(1.2)W
AB
Ia t
Ca
KJ +(. . .). (42)
And then finally restore the effect of the missing terms (ac-
counting for permutation relationships derived from the zero-
eigenmodes of M) by executing Eq. (41) after all triples resid-
ual contributions have been evaluated.
For all index triples (I,J,K), execute:
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
𝑟𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐼𝐽𝐾
𝑟𝐴𝐶𝐵𝐼𝐽𝐾
𝑟𝐵𝐴𝐶𝐼𝐽𝐾
𝑟𝐶𝐴𝐵𝐼𝐽𝐾
𝑟𝐵𝐶𝐴𝐼𝐽𝐾
𝑟𝐶𝐵𝐴𝐼𝐽𝐾
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
∶= 16
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
5 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 5 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 5 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 5 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 −1 5 −1
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 5
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
⋅
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
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FIG. 1. Projective residual cleanup transformation for the CCSDT
case. This linear transformation projects out all residual components
in rABCIJK lying within the null space ker(M) of the rank 3 permutation
overlap matrix M (cf. Eq. (24)).
More generally, the residual cleanup transformation con-
sists of projecting out all residual tensor components within
the null-space of M (which, as explained, can never be
reached if all equations are fully evaluated). It can be writ-
ten as a linear transformation of all permutation-related ten-
sors; concrete realizations are given in Figs. 1 and 2 for the
triples and quadruples cases, respectively (the programs con-
structing those transformations are provided; see Sec. VI). It is
sufficient to perform this only once per iteration, after all raw
residual contributions have been evaluated. In the context of
higher order CC methods, the residual cleanup transformation
incurs a negligible computational cost.
As shown in Tab. I, with this additional deletion of terms,
the use of the semi-bi-orthogonal operators leads to a mas-
sive reduction in the residual equation complexity (e.g., at
CCSDTQ level, almost 95% of the residual equations can be
deleted). The result of the here proposed scheme is a strongly
reduced set of equations, which do not explicitly manifest re-
dundancy relationships like Eq. (40), but which still give the
correct coupled-cluster solution if the effect of these equations
is re-established by a simple, cheap post-processing step at
runtime, which has to be done only once per CC iteration.
For all practical purposes, this scheme can be regarded as a
full extension of the biorthogonal projection scheme to higher
than double substitutions, with all associated benefits.
TABLE I. Number of unique tensor contractions contributing to the
coupled-cluster residual equations defined with various projection
schemes. “Direct projection” denotes the literal use of rAB···IJ··· :=
〈Φ| EˆIJ···AB··· . . . (Eq. (20)) and “Semi-Biorthogonal” denotes the use of
rAB···IJ··· := 〈Φ| E˜IJ···AB··· . . . (Eq. (34)) in conjunction with the E˜IJ···AB··· opera-
tors defined by Eqs. (31) and (32). In the latter case, “(all Eqs.)” de-
notes that all second-quantized terms arising in Eq. (34) are retained,
and “(non-redundant)” denotes that all terms are deleted which only
assure the fulfillment of permutation relations arising from M’s zero
eigenmodes (see text).
CCSD CCSDT CCSDTQ
Direct projection 225 3031 47709
Semi-Biorthogonal (all Eqs.) 128a 2901 47572
Semi-Biorthogonal (non-redundant) 621 2534
a For CCSD, the ordinary biorthogonal projection Eq. (21) is used.
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FIG. 2. Projective residual cleanup transformation for the CCSDTQ case. This linear transformation projects out all residual components in
rABCDIJKL lying within the null space ker(M) of the rank 4 permutation overlap matrix M (cf. Eq. (24)).
IV. EVALUATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS
In order to evaluate Eqs. (33) and (34) in a practical com-
puter program, they must be transformed into a series of ten-
sor contractions involving amplitude, integral, and residual
tensors. This is commonly done using either diagrammatic
expansions (e.g., Refs. 67 and 70) or by employing operator-
valued symbolic algebra and incrementally reducing binary
products of substitution operators to sums of single substitu-
tion operators.68,69 We here propose a scheme which can be
viewed as a third alternative: The direct evaluation of coupling
coefficients (DECC) with permutation group techniques.
Let us illustrate the DECC scheme with an example. Con-
sider the following contribution to the CCSD residual rABIJ :
rABIJ = . . .+
1
2
〈Φ|EˆIJABEˆrs Eˆabi j |Φ〉 f sr t i jab+ . . . . (43)
The core of the scheme is the realization that, although the se-
ries of Eˆ-operators leads to increasingly complex wave func-
tions during their incremental application to the reference
state (|Φ〉, Eˆabi j |Φ〉, Eˆrs
(
Eˆabi j |Φ〉
)
, . . . ), in total this term can
only be non-zero if the lower indices L= [A,B,s, i, j] are a per-
mutation of the upper indices U = [I,J,r,a,b]. Consequently,
the matrix element must be representable in the general form
〈Φ|EˆIJABEˆrs Eˆabi j |Φ〉= ∑
pi∈S5
C(pi)δU1Lpi(1)δ
U2
Lpi(2)
. . .δU5Lpi(5) , (44)
where pi is a permutation, SN is the symmetric group of order
N, and the prefactor C(pi) only depends on both the permu-
tation pi and the form of the matrix element (but not on the
concrete values of the indices in U and L).
If we can evaluate C(pi) in closed form, then the full ma-
trix element Eq. (43) can be obtained by simply iterating and
summing over all involved index permutations multiplied with
their associated C(pi) prefactors.
The coupling coefficient C(pi) can indeed be evaluated. A
closer investigation (see appendix A) shows that
C(pi) =T (pi) · (−1)nhole-co · (−O)ncycles-in-pi (45)
where
• O is the occupancy of an occupied orbital (2 in the
closed-shell spin 1/2 particle case considered here; for
spin orbital substitutions it would be 1)
• ncycles-in-pi is the number of cycles of which the permu-
tation pi is composed. [Note: A cycle of a permutation
7pi is a subset of points trading places with each other
during incremental application of pi . For example, the
permutation pi = [4,5,1,3,2,6] has three cycles: (134),
(25), and (6). (134) is a cycle since during an incre-
mental application of pi ·pi ·pi . . ., all of the points 1,3,4
trade places only with each other, but not with 2,5 or
6. Permutation cycles are disjoint and can be trivially
computed.]
• nhole-co is the number of “hole contractions”—
contractions in which the destruction operator stands to
the right of the creation operator (i.e., the number of
contractions involving occupied orbitals)
• T (pi) is a topological factor taking account of the form
of the matrix element and index domains: It is 1 or 0.
It is 1 unless the permutation pi either (i) leads to an in-
ternal contraction within any Eˆ-operator (e.g., aligns r
to s in the example); (ii) implies the contraction of two
indices Ui and Lpi(i) to each other which lie in disjoint
index domains (e.g., contracting an occupied orbital in-
dex Ui to a virtual orbital index Lpi(i)); (iii) results in
a contraction in which either an upper occupied-orbital
index Ui stands to the right of its contracted lower index
Lpi(i) (i.e., Ui and Lpi(i) are occupied, but i > pi(i)), or an
upper virtual-orbital index Ui stands to the left its con-
tracted lower index Lpi(i) (i.e., Ui and Lpi(i) are virtual,
but i < pi(i)). Note that neither case of (iii) can occur in
example (43). Additionally, we here set T (pi) to 0 for
any permutations resulting in disconnected tensor con-
tractions, since only connected contributions are needed
in coupled cluster methods.
In total, we thus get a set of rules which closely resemble the
full-contraction form of the generalized Wick theorem,91 but
without a restriction to reductions of binary operator products.
Consequently, contributions like Eq. (43) can be evaluated
by searching over the permutations of the lower indices, evalu-
ating their prefactor by Eq. (45), and substituting the resulting
aligned indices into the tensor expressions. For example, the
permutation pi = [4,5,2,1,3]:
• Aligns U = [I,J,r,a,b] to pi(L) = [i, j,B,A,s].
• Has two hole contractions (i to I and j to J) and two
cycles ([4,1] and [3,5,2]), and therefore a prefactor of
(−1)2 · (−2)2 = 4
• And thus generates the residual contribution
1
2
(4δ Ii δ
J
j δ
r
Bδ
a
Aδ
b
s ) f
s
r t
i j
ab = 2 f
b
Bt
IJ
Ab. (46)
The full set of coupled-cluster matrix elements in Eq. (33)
and Eq. (34) can be computed by treating the individual sum
terms of E˜ (Eqs. (21), (27), (31), (32)), of Hˆ (Eq. (9)), and of
exp(Tˆ )= 1+ Tˆ + 12! Tˆ
2+ 13! Tˆ
3+ . . . with Tˆ = Tˆ1+ Tˆ2+ Tˆ3+ . . .
(Eq. (13)) analogously. For each sum term, the contribu-
tions resulting from lower index permutations are accumu-
lated. This results in expressions which are flat tensor con-
tractions and all coupling coefficients are resolved.
The outlined DECC scheme combines features of both the
standard Wick theorem and diagrammatic techniques of eval-
uating second quantized matrix elements. Like the Wick the-
orem techniques, it is fully algebraic and thus allows for com-
puting matrix elements of almost any combinations of sec-
ond quantized operators, without developing new rules of how
to enumerate or weight the diagrams. Like the diagrammatic
techniques,70 it allows for a simple computer implementation
(including a direct enumeration of all involved tensor con-
tractions) without invoking non-trivial operator algebra. Of
course, ultimately the three schemes are equivalent and lead
to identical results, their only difference lying in interpreta-
tion and the complexity of implementation.
V. TREATMENT OF EQUIVALENT RESIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS
A. Invariances of tensor contraction expressions
The process described in Sec. IV will generally lead to
many residual contributions which are mathematically equiv-
alent. This can be a result of intrinsic index permutation sym-
metries of the involved tensors themselves, such as
W i jab =W
ji
ba =W
a j
ib =W
ja
bi =W
ib
a j =W
bi
ja =W
a j
ib =W
ja
bi , (47)
T i jab = T
ji
ba, (48)
of the commutativity of number multiplication, leading to
an invariance of tensor expressions regarding the ordering of
their constituting tensor component terms, e.g.,
T i jabT
kl
cd = T
kl
cd T
i j
ab, (49)
of the invariance of tensor contraction expressions to the act
of renaming the summation indices they involve, e.g., (k↔ l)
W lIkcT
lk
Ac =W
kI
lc T
kl
Ac, (50)
of the invariance to renaming free indices in a tensor equation,
as long as both sides of the equation are equally modified, e.g.
r˜ABCIJK += (1.2)W
AB
Ia t
Ca
KJ
⇐⇒ r˜BACIJK += (1.2)W BAIa tCaKJ , (51)
and, finally, also combinations of all of these symmetries and
invariances.
Despite the apparent mathematical simplicity of these
transformations, efficiently handling them in the general case
is far from trivial in a computer program. The reason for this
is that the combination of all these invariance rules will in
general lead to an factorial increase in the number of mathe-
matically equivalent tensor expressions with an increase in the
numbers of involved tensors or tensor indices. For example,
in an expression involving n summation indices p1 p2 · · · pn,
there are n! ways of ordering them; if this is combined with
the freedom to re-order tensors or apply intrinsic tensor per-
mutational symmetries, one may quickly end up a very large
8number of terms, which are mathematically equivalent de-
spite looking very different. This can make it hard to de-
cide whether or not two residual contributions generated by
the second quantization algebra are equivalent or not. In au-
tomated implementation techniques,69,95,96 this issue is fre-
quently ameliorated by grouping contractions according to
topological properties, combined with various approaches to
iterating over equivalent terms.
B. Merging equivalent expressions via canonical forms
In computer science, issues such as the above would typi-
cally be approached by a two-pass process: First, one would
decide on a canonical form for a set of all equivalent objects
(here tensor expressions—it does not matter what the canoni-
cal form is, it only matters that every single one of the equiv-
alent expressions gets mapped to the same one—the “canoni-
cal representative” of the set of equivalent expressions). This
transformation would then be applied to all generated residual
contributions (at a cost of O(Neq), where Neq is the number
of equations), and the canonicalized equations would then be
sorted (at a cost ofO(Neq log(Neq))), and their prefactors com-
bined.
Unfortunately, the issue of deciding on a canonical form for
a set of general tensor contraction expressions is itself non-
trivial—at least if all of the invariances described in Sec. V A
are to be resolved. However, the canonicalization problem has
been addressed in a series of articles of Portugal and cowork-
ers and Martı´n-Garcı´a,83–85 who provided a practical algo-
rithm to approach it—based on Butler’s double-coset canoni-
cal representative algorithm82 from computational group the-
ory. The problem has been further investigated in a recent ar-
ticle by Li and coworkers, who provided algorithms with im-
proved formal scaling for some of the group theoretical com-
putations required in the canonicalization process,97 and again
by Niehoff who researched further algorithmic adjustments.98
As far as we are aware of, this article by Li and coworkers,97
which was developed independently of ours, is also the first
published use of the double-coset technique and related com-
putational group theory methods (such as stabilizer chains and
the means to compute and use them) in the context of quan-
tum chemistry. However, for our program we developed and
used a slight modification of Butler and Portugal’s original
approach, which we shall now describe.
C. Adjustments to tensor expression and index notation
For illustration purposes, we will here rephrase tensor ex-
pressions involving upper and lower indices into flat expres-
sions with only one kind of index, and explain the used trans-
formations on the example of
rIJKLABCD +=W
ab
i j t
i
Dt
L
a t
I j
ABt
KJ
Cb , (52)
which is one of the residual contributions in CCSDTQ. For-
mulated in flattened form, this becomes
r4[ABCDIJKL] += W [abi j] t1[Di] t1[aL] t2[ABI j] t2[CbKJ] .
(53)
Additionally, free indices (i.e., indices which appear on the lhs
of an equation) will be written in upper case, while dummy in-
dices (i.e., indices which occur twice on the rhs of an equation
and are implicitly summed over) will be written in lower case.
In this section, we will explicitly denote the rank of a resid-
ual or cluster amplitude tensor with a numeric index (e.g., t1
is the tensor of single excitation amplitudes, t2 of double ex-
citation amplitudes, etc.), rather than inferring the rank from
its number of indices. We shall denote as slots the places of
a tensor expression into which symbolic indices can be in-
serted (for example, the 4-index integral tensor W has four
slots (W [unionsqunionsqunionsqunionsq]), and in “W [abi j]” these slots are occupied
by the indices a,b, i, j).
In the current term-by-term canonicalization, we will fur-
ther assume that the free indices of a residual contribution
(ABCDIJKL in Eq. (53)) have already been brought into a
canonical form on the lhs of the equation, as this is a straight-
forward process. For this reason, it is sufficient to treat only
the expression on the rhs of such an equation, here
W [abi j] t1[Di] t1[aL] t2[ABI j] t2[CbKJ] , (54)
while assuming that the free indices can no longer be renamed.
To closer reflect the actual implemented algorithms, ad-
ditionally indexing will start at zero in this section, rather
than one (i.e., an array of four elements will be indexed with
0,1,2,3, and permutation indices start at 0, not at 1).
D. Rephrasing canonicalization into group theory
The key discovery at the basis of the Butler-Portugal
canonicalization approach for tensor expressions,82–85 such as
Eq. (54), is that the problem can be rephrased into the search
of a canonical representative of a “double coset”. The double
coset DgˆS is the set of permutations
DgˆS :=
{
dˆ · gˆ · sˆ ∣∣ dˆ ∈ D, sˆ ∈ S} , (55)
where gˆ∈ SN is a permutation of N elements, and both D⊂ SN
and S ⊂ SN are sub-groups of the symmetric group SN (the
group of all permutations of N elements, not to be confused
with S, which only contains slot permutations, see below).
The group action “·” denotes the multiplication of permuta-
tions in the following convention:
∀i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,(N−1)} : (gˆ · hˆ)(i) := gˆ(hˆ(i)). (56)
Note that both D and S are groups (this means, in particular,
that any combination of their respective elements will yield
another group element—i.e., that they are “closed under the
group action”, and that for each element xˆ included in the
group, its inverse xˆ−1 is also in the group), while the double-
coset DgˆS is only a set, and in general not a group. The prob-
lem of efficiently computing a canonical representative of a
9FIG. 3. Example for the construction of the permutation representa-
tion gˆ of Eq. (54). See text for details. Some slots and indices have
been highlighted in order to illustrate connections.
double coset (i.e., defining an algorithm which maps every
single element of a double coset DgˆS to the same single ele-
ment a single element gˆ′ ∈DgˆS) had originally been solved by
Butler.82
The translation of the tensor expression canonicaliza-
tion problem into the double-coset canonical representative
problem83–85 proceeds in three steps, starting with the defi-
nition of a tensor expression’s permutation representation gˆ as
step one. The significance of this representation is that all the
expression transformations described in Sec. V A will turn out
to be directly representable by transformations
gˆ 7→ gˆ′ := dˆ · gˆ · sˆ, (57)
where dˆ ∈D and sˆ∈ S are elements of two permutation groups
D and S. Steps two and three then are the concrete con-
struction of the dummy label invariance transformation group
D and the slot permutation symmetry group S. That is, the
permutation representation provides us with a framework by
which we can directly and uniquely parameterize the full set
of tensor expression transformations which leave the expres-
sion’s value invariant. For the tensor expression in Eq. (54),
these three steps are illustrated in Figures 3, 5, and 4, respec-
tively.
First, we define a permutation representation gˆ ∈ SN of the
targeted tensor contraction expression (Fig. 3), where N de-
notes the total number of its slots. To this end, we first decide
on a canonical order of the involved tensors themselves. We
here define integral tensors (W , f ) to preceed amplitude ten-
sors (t1, t2, . . .), and lower rank tensors to preceed higher rank
tensors (i.e., f < W and t1 < t2 < t3 < .. .)—however, what
exactly this order is is insubstantial, as long as the same order
is used for all expressions to be canonicalized together (even
a lexicographical order based on only the tensor names would
work, as long as each unique tensor has a unique name). The
tensors in the product expression are then brought into this
order while preserving all their indices; for example, an ex-
pression
t1[Di] t2[ABI j] t1[aL] W [abi j] t2[CbKJ] (58)
would be reordered into
W [abi j] t1[Di] t1[aL] t2[ABI j] t2[CbKJ] . (59)
For the ordered tensors, we then linearly index the N slots
(cf. Sec. V C) of the compound expression with the num-
bers 0,1, . . . ,(N − 1) from left to right, as illustrated in
Fig. 3 (top). We then collect all index labels placed in the
slots of the compound expression, in original order, from
left to right, and store them as the list Io (here: Io =
[a,b, i, j,D, i¯, a¯,L,A,B, I, j¯,C, b¯,K,J]). Note that each dummy
label occurs twice; to clarify this aspect, we here explic-
itly denote the second occurrence of a dummy label with
a bar (i.e., a is contracted to a¯, but an exchange of a and
a¯ in the compound expression is inconsequential). Fur-
ther, we define as Ic the “canonical” list of index labels
obtained by sorting the labels in Io first by class (free in-
dices preceed dummy indices, and virtual indices preceed
occupied indices) and then lexicographically by name (here:
Ic = [A,B,C,D, I,J,K,L,a, a¯,b, b¯, i, i¯, j, j¯]; see Fig. 3, middle).
With this identification of the ordered slot indices in hand,
as well as the label lists Io and Ic, we are ready to define the
permutation representation gˆ∈ SN of the compound tensor ex-
pression: For each slot index i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,(N−1)}, the num-
ber gˆ(i) denotes which element of the sorted label list Ic is
placed in the i’th slot of the compound expression (Fig. 3,
bottom). Or, rephrased, gˆ is the permutation with the property
∀i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,(N−1)} : Io[i] = Ic[gˆ(i)], (60)
where I[i] denotes the i’th element of a list I.
Second, we identify D, the group of (dummy) index label
transformations leaving the tensor expression’s value invariant
(Fig. 4). To this end, first note that with the permutation repre-
sentation gˆ as defined above, the actions of either (i) exchang-
ing the names of two pairs of dummy indices of a common
one-particle space (e.g., replacing i, i¯ by j, j¯ and vice-versa),
or (ii) exchanging the slots to which the two occurrences of
a single pair of dummy labels are assigned (e.g., replacing
W [abi j] t[Di¯] by W [abi¯ j] t[Di]), can both be represented by
gˆ 7→ gˆ′ := dˆ · gˆ. (61)
That is, by applying a permutation dˆ to the image of gˆ. This
is seen when combining the definition of the group action
(Eq. (56)) with the definition of the tensor expression per-
mutation representation (Eq. (60)); together, they imply that
gˆ′ = dˆ · gˆ represents the tensor expression with the index list
I′[i] = Ic[gˆ′(i)] = Ic[dˆ
(
gˆ(i)
)
]. (62)
Effectively, this means that left-applying dˆ to gˆ has the same
effect as applying the permutation dˆ−1 to the sorted index list
Ic while retaining the original gˆ. The permutation dˆ can be
viewed as acting on the sorted index list Ic! So if we define as
D the group generated by all the permutations accounting for
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FIG. 4. Construction of the dummy index symmetry group D for the
expression in Eq. (54): All dummy indices occur twice, and these
two occurrences can be exchanged (first four generators). Addition-
ally, the names of all unique dummy indices within a class of indices
(e.g., all virtual dummy indices) can be exchanged with each other
by index renaming (e.g., the last generator represents the exchange
i↔ j, meaning W abi j t iDtLa tI jABtKJCb = W abji t jDtLa tIiABtKJCb for this concrete
term)
FIG. 5. Construction of the slot symmetry group S for the expression
in Eq. (54).
the cases (i) and (ii) above (note that this encompasses only
exchanges within either two or four consecutive elements of a
permutation to obtain a full set of generators, see Fig. 4), then
any gˆ′ ∈ {dˆ · gˆ; dˆ ∈D} represents a tensor expression which is
mathematically equivalent to the one represented by gˆ itself.
Third, we identify the group S of admissable slot permuta-
tions of the compound expression (Fig. 5). To this end, first
note that a transformed permutation
gˆ 7→ gˆ′ := gˆ · sˆ (63)
corresponds to a tensor expression with the index list
I′[i] = Ic[gˆ′(i)] = Ic[gˆ
(
sˆ(i)
)
]. (64)
That is, right-multiplication of a permutation sˆ to gˆ corre-
sponds to a permutation of the slots of the compound expres-
sion to which the index labels in Ic are assigned. As illus-
trated in Fig. 5, there are two distinct mechanisms by which a
permutation of the slots-to-label assignment of the compound
expression may yield a mathematically equivalent tensor ex-
pression: (i) intrinsic slot-permutation symmetries of the in-
dividual tensors occurring in the tensor expression (this typ-
ically reflects some physical properties of the involved ten-
sors), and (ii) if a unique source tensor appears in multiple
different instances in the tensor expression (such as t1 appear-
ing two times in Fig. 5), then their full set of slots may be
exchanged. If we define as S the group of slot permutations in
the compound expression which is spanned by all generators
described in (i) and (ii), then any transformed gˆ′ ∈{gˆ · sˆ; sˆ∈ S}
will represent a tensor expression mathematically equivalent
to gˆ.
As the dummy label permutations described by D and the
slot permutations described by S do not interfere with each
other and can be applied independently, we conclude that all
the elements gˆ′ ∈ DgˆS of the double coset defined in Eq. (55)
are permutation representations of mathematically equivalent
tensor expressions. Moreover, as all invariances described
in Sec. V A are covered by these transformations, the dou-
ble coset DgˆS contains the permutation representations of all
equivalent tensor expressions. So by constructing D, gˆ, and
S for a given input tensor expression, then finding the dou-
ble coset’s canonical representative gˆ′can ∈ DgˆS, and then re-
constructing the tensor expression represented by this gˆ′can via
Eq. (60), any input tensor expression can be transformed into a
canonical form, solving the original problem. The only ques-
tion left open is how to define and compute the canonical rep-
resentative gˆ′can of the double coset DgˆS, given an input gˆ and
the sets of permutations generating D and S.
E. Finding the double-coset canonical representative
As explained in Sec. V D, the tensor product canonicaliza-
tion problem can be rephrased into the group theoretical prob-
lem of defining a function z(gˆ′), which for each permutation
gˆ′ in the double coset DgˆS returns the same unique canonical
permutation gˆcan ∈ DgˆS:
∀gˆ′ ∈ DgˆS : z(gˆ′) = gˆcan ∈ DgˆS. (65)
In this, gˆ is a permutation, and D and S are two permutation
groups (given in terms of their respective generators); gˆ, D and
S are all determined from the input tensor expression. gˆcan is
called the “double coset canonical representative”; it depends
on D, S, and g, but not on the input gˆ′ ∈ DgˆS. As long as
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// Naive double-coset can.-rep. algorithm, direct variant
def 𝑧1(𝐷, ̂𝑔, S):
̂𝑔can := ̂𝑔
for ̂𝑠 ∈ 𝑆:
for ̂𝑑 ∈ 𝐷:
?̂? := ̂𝑑 ⋅ ̂𝑔 ⋅ ̂𝑠
if ?̂? < ̂𝑔can:
̂𝑔can := ?̂?
return ̂𝑔can
// Naive double-coset can.-rep. algorithm, inverse variant
def 𝑧2(𝐷, ̂𝑔, S):
̂𝑔−1can := ̂𝑔−1
for ̂𝑠−1 ∈ 𝑆:
for ̂𝑑−1 ∈ 𝐷:
?̂?−1 := ̂𝑠−1 ⋅ ̂𝑔−1 ⋅ ̂𝑑−1
if ?̂?−1 < ̂𝑔−1can:
̂𝑔−1can := ?̂?−1
return ( ̂𝑔−1can)−1
FIG. 6. Pseudo-code for two naive algorithms for computing the
canonical representative of a double-coset DgˆSˆ. See text.
these conditions are fulfilled, how exactly the function z(gˆ′) is
defined is inconsequential for the canonicalization process.
These requirements directly suggest two straight-forward
algorithms for defining the canonicalization function, which
are given in Fig. 6. In the first “naive” variant, z1(gˆ), we di-
rectly iterate over all group elements sˆ ∈ S and dˆ ∈ D, and
for each of those explicitly evaluate the double coset ele-
ment xˆ := sˆ · gˆ · dˆ. The algorithm then simply returns the
minimal such xˆ under the lexicographical order of permuta-
tions. This algorithm does solve the canonicalization prob-
lem, and, in particular, can straightforwardly reduce the com-
putational scaling of the merging of equivalent equations to
O(Neq log(Neq)) in the number of equations Neq as explained
in Sec. V B. However, the computational cost of this method
per individual equation can be high, as both S and D can con-
tain many elements. Towards reducing this cost, we will now
discuss a number of variations of the algorithm.
As first step towards this goal, consider the second variant
of the naive algorithm in Fig. 6, z2(gˆ). This second variant
z2(gˆ) differs from the first by iterating over the inverses of
the double coset elements (sˆ · gˆ · dˆ)−1 = dˆ−1 · gˆ−1 · sˆ−1, rather
than the double coset elements directly. In general, z2 pro-
duces a different canonical representative than the algorithm
z1 (because now inverse permutations are lexicographically
compared), but as explained before, this is inconsequential as
long as the same canonical representative is produced for any
input permutation in the double coset DgˆSˆ. While z2 may look
algorithmically more complex than z1, this is not really the
case: Note that as S is a group, sˆ ∈ S implies sˆ−1 ∈ S; so it-
erating over all sˆ ∈ S or over all sˆ−1 ∈ S are actually identical
operations. The same applies for group D. Note also that in
the second variant, the (·)−1 in gˆ−1can and xˆ−1 can be regarded
as part of the name of the corresponding objects, rather than
as an actual inversion operation (i.e., one would directly store
the inverse permutation xˆ−1, rather than xˆ; the only two actual
inversion operations in the entire procedure would happen in
the first step where gˆ−1 is assigned to gˆ−1can and in the last step
where (gˆ−1can)−1 is returned).
In the inverse form z2(gˆ) of the naive algorithm, all the core
operations are performed on permutations gˆ−1 which map
from indices into the canonical label list Ic to the slot index
in which a given label of Ic stands; so (gˆ−1)[i] denotes the slot
index into which the canonical index label Ic[i] is mapped,
rather than the other way around as defined in Eq. (62). The
core point of this inverse reformulation of the problem is this:
If combined with the near-trivial form of the dummy permu-
tation group D (see Fig. 4), it allows removing the iterations
over dˆ−1 ∈ D in the naive algorithm, because this lexico-
graphical minimization over D can be easily done explicitly
by combining simple index sorting operations. These index
sorting operations come at a computational cost of at most
O(Nd log(Nd)) where Nd is the number of dummy index la-
bels, rather than O(Nd!) in the worst case if D is explicitly
iterated over. This yields the half-naive algorithm z3(gˆ) pre-
sented in Fig. 7.
This leaves as potentially problematic part only the explicit
iteration over the group elements sˆ−1 ∈ S. This minimization,
too, can be transformed into a computationally efficient form.
However, a detailed description of the required algorithm re-
quires the stabilizer chain representation of a permutation
group of the field of computational group theory,99,100 which
we cannot describe in detail here, but rather just broadly out-
line the core idea: It can be shown99,100 that for each permu-
tation group P of N integers {0,1, . . . ,(N−1)}, it is possible
to obtain a list of points (b0,b1, . . . ,bB−1), bi ∈ {0,1, . . . ,(N−
1)} called a “base”, such that
P⊃ Pb0 ⊃ P(b0,b1) ⊃ . . .⊃ P(b0,b1,...,bB−1) = {1ˆN}, (66)
where {1ˆN} denotes the (trivial) permutation group consisting
of only the identity permutation of length N. The sub-group
P(b0,b1,...) := { pˆ ∈ P | p(b0) = b0∧ p(b1) = b1∧ . . .} (67)
denotes the stabilizer of the set of points b0,b1, . . .; that is,
the set of all permutations pˆ ∈ P which have the property
that all the selected points b0,b1, . . . are invariant under pˆ:
∀i ∈ {0,1, . . .} : pˆ(bi) = bi. If P is a group, the stabilizer of a
set of points is obviously also a group. For a given permuta-
tion group P, its stabilizer chain representation Eq. (66) there-
fore affords a decomposition into a nested set of simpler and
simpler sub-groups, each of which has the property of stabi-
lizing an additional base point bk. While the algorithm is not
explicitly given here, one can imagine that by invoking this
stabilizer chain representation for the slot symmetry group S,
it is then possible to replace the direct iteration over sˆ−1 ∈ S in
Fig. 7 by incremental minimizations over the elements of the
cosets of the stabilizer chain, each of which individually con-
tains only a small number of elements. The core elements of
this reformulation are first constructing a base which is itself
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// Half-naive double-coset can.-rep. algorithm, inverse variant
def 𝑧3(𝐷, ̂𝑔, S):
̂𝑔−1can := ̂𝑔−1
for ̂𝑠−1 ∈ 𝑆:
?̂?−1 := CanonicalizeDummies( ̂𝑠−1 ⋅ ̂𝑔−1, 𝐷)
if ?̂?−1 < ̂𝑔−1can:
̂𝑔−1can := ?̂?−1
return ( ̂𝑔−1can)−1
// For input ℎ̂ ∶= ̂𝑠−1 ⋅ ̂𝑔−1, find and return min ̂𝑑∈𝐷(ℎ̂ ⋅ ̂𝑑−1)
def CanonicalizeDummies(ℎ̂, 𝐷):
// copy slot indices of free indices to output permuation
ℎ̂new := [ℎ[0], ℎ[1],… , ℎ[𝑛free − 1]]
// iterate over subsets of dummy indices of separate spaces
// (occupied, virtual); each set given by first index in 𝐼𝑐
// and number of dummy pairs of the space
for (𝑖first, 𝑛pairs) ∈ DummySets:
// for each dummy pair (e.g., ii in iijjkkll), re-order pair
// in such a way that the lower slot index comes first.
𝐾 := []
for 𝑖pair ∈ [0, 1,… , 𝑛pairs − 1]:
𝑘 := 𝑖first + 2⋅𝑖pair
if ℎ̂[𝑘] > ℎ̂[𝑘 + 1]:
swap(ℎ̂[𝑘], ℎ̂[𝑘 + 1])
// remember first (=lower) slot index of every pair
𝐾 .append(ℎ̂[𝑘])
// sort pairs by lower index lexicographically, and add
// reordered pairs to output permutation
for 𝑖pair ∈ argsort(𝐾):
𝑘 := 𝑖first + 2⋅𝑖pair
ℎ̂new.append(ℎ̂[𝑘])
ℎ̂new.append(ℎ̂[𝑘 + 1])
return ℎ̂new
FIG. 7. Pseudo-code for the half-naive algorithm z3(gˆ) of computing
the canonical representative of a double-coset DgˆSˆ. The integer nfree
denotes the number of free indices (i.e., non-summation) indices in
the tensor expressions; these are always the first nfree indices in the
canonical index list Ic (for the example in Fig. 3, we would have
nfree = 8 for the first eight indices ABCDIJKL in Ic). The permutable
sets of dummy indices in each index domain (occupied, virtual) are
given by tuples (ifirst,npairs); For the example in Fig. 3, these would
be (ifirst = 8,npairs = 2) for the two virtual dummy pairs aa¯ and bb¯
and (ifirst = 12,npairs = 2) for the two occupied dummy pairs ii¯ and
j j¯. This algorithm produces identical canonical representatives as
z2(gˆ) (Fig. 6), but saves the potentially expensive operation of iterat-
ing over the permutations in D.
ordered, and then re-ordering the tensor slots such that the (or-
dered) base points of the stabilizer chain of S come first, fol-
lowed by all other slot indices. For the detailed double coset
canonicalization algorithm, we refer to the documented source
code of the provided example programs (see Sec. VI), and we
refer to the textbooks of computational group theory99,100 for
• Select list of operator terms needed in ?̂?, ?̂? , and exp( ̂𝑇 )
for the target method (LCCD, CCD, CCSD, CCSDT,…)
for ?̂?𝑡 ∈ [1, ̃𝐸𝐼𝐴, ̃𝐸𝐼𝐽𝐴𝐵 , ̃𝐸𝐼𝐽𝐾𝐴𝐵𝐶 ,…]:
for ?̂?𝑡 ∈ [𝑓𝑅𝑆 ̂𝐸𝑆𝑅 , 12𝑊 𝑅𝑆𝑇𝑈 ̂𝐸𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑆 ]:
for ̂𝑇𝑡 ∈ [1, 𝑡𝐼𝐴 ̂𝐸𝐴𝐼 , 𝑡𝐼𝐽𝐴𝐵 ̂𝐸𝐴𝐵𝐼𝐽 , 12 𝑡𝐼𝐴𝑡𝐽𝐵 ̂𝐸𝐴𝐼 ̂𝐸𝐵𝐽 ,…]:
• Set TermList := []
• Join ̂𝐸 operators from ?̂?𝑡, ?̂?𝑡, ̂𝑇𝑡
• Identify all contractable lower index slots for each
upper index slot in joined ⟨𝐸𝐼𝐽…𝐴𝐵…𝐸𝑅…𝑆…𝐸……𝐸…… …⟩
for each permissible 𝜋 of lower indices 𝐿:
•Make index lists 𝑈 and 𝐿 with 𝑈𝑖 = 𝐿𝜋(𝑖)
• Compute 𝜋’s term prefactor 𝐶(𝜋)
• Probe if 𝜋 leads to a disconnected term.
If yes, discard this 𝜋 and continue with next
• Assemble residual contribution of 𝜋 by assigning
𝑈 and 𝐿 indices to tensors of ?̂?𝑡, ?̂?𝑡, and ̂𝑇𝑡
for each ̂𝐸-permutation 𝜏 in bi-orthgonal ̃𝐸:
• Permute contribution’s 𝑟-indices 𝐴𝐵𝐶... via 𝜏
• Append permuted residual contribution
with appropriate prefactor to TermList
• Canonicalize and merge equations in TermList using
the modified Butler-Portugal algorithm
• In case of triples or quadruples residuals:
Discard redundant ker(M)-terms from TermList
FIG. 8. Pseudo-code for the algorithm used to assemble the CC
working equations with the DECC scheme as used in the provided
program cc-eqs-cs.
the computation and use of stabilizer chains.
The stabilizer chain representation also allows for efficient
means of representing permutation groups given by genera-
tors, and for iterating over the group elements if required. In
our current program, we used the PermutationGroup class of
SymPy101 and its implementation of the Schreier-Sims algo-
rithm and of base swaps to obtain the stabilizer chain repre-
sentations with ordered base and corresponding strong gener-
ators.
VI. PROVIDED PROGRAMS
The described techniques have been implemented into a
Python program, called cc-eqs-cs, for deriving and simplify-
ing the closed-shell coupled-cluster equations up to CCSDTQ
using the here described permutation group techniques. This
program combines all aspects described in the theory sections:
fully spin-free excitation operators, normal-ordered Hamilto-
nians, linear combination of contravariant projection, elimina-
tion of the redundant terms, and canonicalization of the sym-
metry equivalent terms. The concrete algorithm is summa-
rized in Figure 8. The output of the program is an equation list,
complemented by generated C++ code encoding these equa-
tion lists as data elements.
The cc-eqs-cs program is accompanied by a separate
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• Read integrals {𝑓𝑅𝑆 ,𝑊 𝑅𝑆𝑇𝑈 } and list of working equations
• Collect Fock matrix diagonal elements {𝜖𝐼} and {𝜖𝐴}
• Set amplitudes {𝑡𝐼𝐴, 𝑡𝐼𝐽𝐴𝐵 ,…} to zero
while convergence criteria are not met:
• Set energy and residuals {𝐸𝑐 , 𝑟𝐼𝐴, 𝑟𝐼𝐽𝐴𝐵 ,…} to zero
• Accumulate energy and residual contributions from working
equations, using current values of amplitudes {𝑡𝐼𝐴, 𝑡𝐼𝐽𝐴𝐵 ,…}
• Recover effect of deleted ker(M)-contributions to working
equations via permutational projection of residuals
• Apply DIIS extrapolation to merged 𝑡 and 𝑟 vectors
• Update amplitudes {𝑡𝐼𝐴, 𝑡𝐼𝐽𝐴𝐵 ,…} perturbatively via
𝑡𝐼𝐽𝐾…𝐴𝐵𝐶… ∶= 𝑡𝐼𝐽𝐾…𝐴𝐵𝐶… − 𝑟𝐼𝐽𝐾…𝐴𝐵𝐶…/𝜖𝐼𝐽𝐾…𝐴𝐵𝐶…
where 𝜖𝐼𝐽𝐾…𝐴𝐵𝐶… = 𝜖𝐴 + 𝜖𝐵 + 𝜖𝐶 +…− 𝜖𝐼 − 𝜖𝐽 − 𝜖𝐾 −…
FIG. 9. Pseudo-code for iteratively computing CC wave functions
with the here-proposed semi-biorthogonal residual projections: In
each iteration, only the reduced set of working equations is explicitly
evaluated, from which all ker(M) contributions have been deleted
as described in Sec. III C. The missing equation’s effect is then re-
stored a-posteriorly by a cheap permutational projection of the triples
and quadruples residual tensors rIJKABC and r
IJKL
ABCD (Sec. III C). This ap-
proach is used in the provided program srci.
Python script make covariant proj.py which implements the
derivation of the semi-biorthogonal de-excitation operators
E˜IJKABC in Eq. (31) and E˜
IJKL
ABCD in Eq. (32), and the projective
residual cleanup transformations in Figs. 1 and 2.
The working equation lists are processed by a prototype
C++ program, called srci, which iteratively solves the CC (and
CI) equations based on integral data files. The algorithm to do
so is summarized in Fig. 8; it follows the standard paradigm to
iteratively solve CC equations, apart from the inserted residual
cleanup step discussed in Sec. III C (see Fig. 8), and evaluat-
ing the CC energy by a generalization of the Hylleraas func-
tional rather than Eq. (19) directly, which slightly improves
iterative energy convergence. In order to evaluate the residual
tensors, the program invokes a very general tensor contraction
kernel which is capable of evaluating generic tensor contrac-
tion expressions (including contractions involving more than
two source terms) using an automated term-by-term factoriza-
tion which yields a correct scaling in terms of computational
resources. srci is a prototype program—it is flexible and sim-
ple, but not efficient or fast.
These programs are freely available, including
source code, on the homepage of the Knizia group
(http://sites.psu.edu/knizia/). Due to their simplicity and
straight-forwardness, the programs also offer considerable
flexibility for testing and implementing other electronic
structure methods.
The correctness of the described approach to the CC equa-
tions, of the generated equations lists, and the programs im-
plementing them, has been established by comparison of nu-
merical results to Kalla´y’s general order coupled-cluster pro-
gram MRCC102 and an in-house full-CI program fci, which is
also available on the Knizia group homepage. Test Hamil-
tonians have been generated as FCIDUMPs with Molpro’s
determinant-FCI program.103–105
VII. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OUTLOOK
We presented a general-order spin-free formulation of the
single-reference closed-shell coupled-cluster method, which
is based on two contributions: (1) we proposed an efficient
and simple way of dealing with the bi-orthogonal contravari-
ant projection problem for higher orders of coupled-cluster;
and (2) we proposed a way to derive and simplify the required
matrix elements via permutation group and double coset tech-
niques.
Contribution (1) may add an important ingredient to the
construction of highly efficient closed-shell CCSDT and CCS-
DTQ programs, which are frequently used in high-accuracy
thermochemistry:59,62 the complete elimination of spin de-
grees of freedom, as well as the simple permutational struc-
ture of the amplitude and residual tensors (compared to a
spin-orbital formulation) have potential to reduce the com-
putational cost of the higher-order CC method by a large
prefactor—without any approximation. Contribution (2) pro-
vides a theoretically simple scheme for computing almost any
second-quantized matrix elements, which furthermore affords
using spin-free operators directly, and is highly suitable for a
computer-based equation derivation. We therefore expect this
technique to be useful in the construction and testing of novel
variants of coupled-cluster theory as well as other novel elec-
tronic structure methods based on second quantization.
Apart from the use in equation canonicalization invoked
here, we believe that the permutation representation of ten-
sor contractions and the used permutation group techniques of
computational group theory may also become useful in other
contexts in quantum chemistry—not only in the generation
and simplification of working equations, but also in their ef-
ficient evaluation with generic tensor contraction kernels. We
intend to explore these possibilities in future research.
Supporting Information
Full equation lists for the semi-biorthogonal closed-
shell CCSD, CCSDT, CCSDTQ residuals. Source
codes of programs for deriving the equations (cc-eqs-
cs.py), for constructing the semi-biorthogonal projections
(make covariant proj.py), and for numerically evaluating the
working equations for a given Hamiltonian (srci).
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Appendix A: Comments on Eq. (44)
We here explain the reasoning behind Eqs. (44) and (45),
by illustrating their emergence for the example from Eq. (43):
〈Φ|EˆIJABEˆrs Eˆabi j |Φ〉= ∑
pi∈S5
T (pi)〈Φ|EˆIJABEˆrs Eˆabi j |Φ〉pi (A1)
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In this, and the upper and lower index lists are U = [I,J,r,a,b],
L = [A,B,s, i, j], and the notation “〈Φ|EˆIJABEˆrs Eˆabi j |Φ〉pi” de-
notes the concrete contribution on the right hand side of
Eq. (44) for a given permutation pi . As before, T (pi) is the
topological factor explained after Eq. (45). In explaining the
transformation, we shall first assume the upper indices in U
to have mutually distinct numerical values; comments on the
general case will be given after this discussion.
Step 1. We first expand the string of spin-free excitation
operators into spin orbital form. Since the upper indices are
distinct, we can furthermore re-order the destruction operators
such that contracted pairs stand next to each other (cf. (45)),
as long as sign factors are accounted for. For example, for the
concrete permutation pix = [4,5,2,1,3], which yields pix(L) =
[i, j,B,A,s], we would get:
〈Φ|EˆIJABEˆrs Eˆabi j |Φ〉pix
= ∑
σ1,...,σ5
〈Φ|eˆ†Iσ1 eˆ
†
Jσ2 eˆBσ2 eˆAσ1 eˆ
†
rσ3 eˆsσ3 eˆ
†
aσ4 eˆ
†
bσ5 eˆ jσ5 eˆiσ4 |Φ〉.
(A2)
= k(pix) ∑
σ1,...,σ5
〈Φ|
(
eˆ†Iσ1 eˆiσ4
)(
eˆ†Jσ2 eˆ jσ5
)(
eˆBσ2 eˆ
†
rσ3
)
(
eˆAσ1 eˆ
†
aσ4
)(
eˆsσ3 eˆ
†
bσ5
)
|Φ〉. (A3)
Here the sign factor
k(pi) = sign(pi)(−1)nparticle-co (A4)
encodes the number of operator transpositions required to
reach this form Eq. (A3) for a given permutation pi . The
(−1) prefactors thereby originate from the anti-commutativity
of Fermionic spin-orbital creation and destruction operators
(with distinct indices), yielding a (−1) factor any time two
operators are exchanged; as there is one for each transposition
in pi , and one for each “particle contraction” (that is, each con-
traction of which the destruction operator stands to the left of
the creation operator in the original expression), we directly
obtain Eq. (A4).
Step 2. In this form, each of the aligned creation-destruction
pairs either reproduces the reference determinant or annihi-
lates it, depending on whether U(i) = L(pi(i)) and σi = σpi(i)
or not. For example,
〈Φ|eˆ†Iσ1 eˆiσ5 = δ Ii δ
σ1
σ5 〈Φ| . (A5)
This can be used to incrementally evaluate the coupling co-
efficient Eq. (A3), until we reach 〈Φ|Φ〉 = 1. Consequently,
Eq. (A1) can be evaluated into
〈Φ|EˆIJABEˆrs Eˆabi j |Φ〉= ∑
pi∈S5
T (pi)k(pi) ∑
σ1,...,σ5
5
∏
i=1
δUiLpi(i)δ
σi
σpi(i) .
(A6)
Step 3. The spin summation on the right-hand side of (A6)
can be evaluated in closed form:
∑
σ1,...,σN
N
∏
i=1
δσiσpi(i) = 2
ncycles-in-pi . (A7)
This is seen by considering that the factors δσiσpi(i) effectively
collapse all spin summations within a cycle in pi into a single
spin summation, which is then evaluated to give a factor of 2.
Note that this also includes (trivial) cycles of length 1. In this
example, cycles [4,1] and [3,5,2] contribute to a factor of 4, as(
∑
σ1σ4
δσ4σ1δ
σ1
σ4
)(
∑
σ2σ3σ5
δσ5σ2 δ
σ3
σ5 δ
σ2
σ3
)
δ Ii δ
J
j δ
r
Bδ
a
Aδ
b
s
= 4δ Ii δ
J
j δ
r
Bδ
a
Aδ
b
s . (A8)
Step 4. The phase factor k(pi) = sign(pi)(−1)nparticle-co from
Eq. (A4) can be shown to be equal to
k(pi) = (−1)nhole-co(−1)ncycles-in-pi . (A9)
This is seen as follows: First, let neven-cycles-in-pi and
nodd-cycles-in-pi denote the number pi’s cycles of even length and
of odd length, respectively. It is an elementary result from per-
mutation group theory that for any permutation pi , we have106
sign(pi) = (−1)neven-cycles-in-pi . (A10)
Furthermore, every point of pi is a member of exactly one cy-
cle. The total number of points in even-length cycles is there-
fore always even, and the total number of points in odd-length
cycles is even if and only if there is an even number of odd-
length cycles. Therefore, for any permutation pi ∈ SN , we get
(−1)nodd-cycles-in-pi = (−1)N . (A11)
Combined, this yields
(−1)ncycles-in-pi = (−1)neven-cycles-in-pi · (−1)nodd-cycles-in-pi (A12)
= sign(pi) · (−1)N . (A13)
Additionally, every contraction is either a hole contraction or
a particle contraction, so
N = nhole-co+nparticle-co. (A14)
Inserting this into Eq. (A13) then yields
sign(pi)(−1)nparticle-co = (−1)ncycles-in-pi (−1)nhole-co , (A15)
and thereby Eq. (A9). Combining Eq. (A9), the prefactor from
Fermionic operator alignment, with Eq. (A7), the prefactor
from the spin summation, then directly yields the total prefac-
tor C(pi) of Eq. (45).
In summary, for the case of distinct numerical values of in-
dices in U (and therefore L), the form and factors of C(pi) in
Eq. (45) can shown to be correct. While only shown for one
specific example term, the presented arguments can be readily
generalized into a full proof of Eq. (45) for the general con-
traction case, as long as indices in U remain distinct. Unfor-
tunately, this is not the case if non-distinct numerical values
of indices in U are present, as in this case we cannot pro-
ceed from the generalization of Eq. (A2) to (A3). However, a
variant of the argument used in traditional diagrammatic tech-
niques (e.g., Ref. 4 p.74ff), where exactly the same problem
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appears, can be used to establish that the form of the resulting
equations cannot actually depend on the concrete numerical
values of the indices in U . For this reason, the presently out-
lined proof is sufficient to determine the values of the coupling
coefficients.
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